THE OLOF PALME ASSASSINATION WAS REAL...

...LY FAKE. I SO GOT YOU!
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In this case, I just wrote the title before even doing the research. After knowing what we now know, we can pass by this one at 80 miles per hour and tell it is fake just from the stench, like passing a dead skunk on the road. It helps that we are coming here hot on the heels of my destruction of the Norway/Breivik fake, since we get a lot of cross pollination. As just the most obvious example, Palme's second wife was Lisbet Beck-Friis. We saw both those names there several times. Breivik is a Friis, and many Becks were involved in the event and backstory.

Palme is the Swedish Prime Minister allegedly assassinated in 1986. The story has been compared to the JFK assassination many times. We will start on Palme's Wikipedia pages, as usual, linking out from there. Palme's bio leads with many red flags, which is unusual. Normally they take some pains to scrub genealogy links at Wikipedia, but on Palme's page they admit he is also a von Sydow and Wallenberg. His grandmother was the Baroness von Born-Sarvilahti, which means Palme is descended from King Frederick I of Denmark and Norway. Palme's mother is a von Knieriem, of Russian nobles. Her great-grandfather was attorney general of the Russian Senate. So before moving on, let's expand that. Wiki gives you the raw information, but doesn't tell you what it means. First of all, the von Sydows are closely related to the von Waldenburgs, so although they give you the name at Wikipedia, they misspell it, hoping to fool you. Through these two families, Palme is descended from the Kings of Prussia, including Friedrich Wilhelm I. This also immediately links us to the Hanovers of England, most immediately King George I. So Palme is closely related to the royal families of Prussia, Russia, Denmark, England, Sweden, Netherlands, Belgium and Norway. [And, if you are keeping
score, that means actor Max von Sydow is too. Notice that Wikipedia gives us Frederick I of Denmark as a freebie, since that is 500 years ago. But Palme is directly descended from many more recent kings, so even that is misdirection.

Palme is also a Vasa, descended directly from Gustav I Vasa. He is his 11g-grandson. This means Palme is a close cousin of the current King of Sweden.

Let's pause and look at some of the kings and queens of Sweden:
Christian II, Gustavus Adolphus, Bernadotte, Oscar I, Christina, Ulrika Eleonora. Notice anything? In a giant nose contest, it would be hard to pick a winner. So I guess that Palme was fortunate in that at least he dodged that. But he didn't dodge the unfortunate resemblance to Peter Lorre (real name Laszlo Lowenstein). Probably because they are related. All famous people are, especially those in politics and film—because they are all actors from the Families. The better ones go to Hollywood, while the worst go to Washington.

As for the von Knieriems, they link us to the Rankin Baronets, and through them to the Rices (Barons Dynevor), Dalrymples (Earls of Stair), Stewarts, Sporborgs, Marsham-Townshends (Viscounts Sydney), Fitzroys, Moores, Seymour-Conways, Brabazons, and Graham-Tolers (Earls of Norbury). We saw the Grahams in the Breivik event. The Sporborgs are admittedly Jewish. The Stewarts link us to the Kennedys and Cowans. Cowan is a variant of Cohen, of course. And the Kennedys link the Palme event to the Kennedy event, although admittedly distantly in this case. We also link to Abel Smith of the East India Company and the bankers of Nottingham—we have seen them in many papers, including the Titanic paper. Through these families we also link to the Strangs, and they also came up in research for the Norway event. Could be because they link us to the Gilmore Baronets, and through them to the Russells. Also see Baron Strang, a fake anti-Semite who was actually a major spook in the British government in the period 1930-1950. He was pro-Nazi, but that doesn't mean what you think it means. It means he was of crypto-Jewish lines, and he was playing the part of a pro-Nazi. He was actually a top advisor to Churchill, Montgomery, and many others, so you might ask why they didn't fire this Anglo-German Fellowship guy once England entered the war. If you can't figure it out, the answer is in that last link.

Palme's grandfather was Woldemar von Knieriem, who had as one of his pupils Alfred Rosenberg, bankroller and theorist for the Nazis.

Palme's uncle was Johann August von Knieriem, a Nazi official indicted at Nuremberg and COB of IG Farben. Through his wife he was also linked to BASF, another huge chemical corporation.
And a third Nazi link comes through Palme's first wife, Jelena Rennerova. She was related to the Seiferts, including alleged SS guard Michael Seifert. Also Luftwaffe ace Johannes Seifert. This probably also links us to Walter Seifert (the firedevil of Volkhoven) of the fake Cologne murders in 1964. He supposedly killed **eight** students with a flamethrower. His victims were a lot of Jewish kids/crisis actors of course: Hahn, Hoffman, Kroger, etc. Also see Jaroslav Seifert, who won the 1984 Nobel Prize for Literature, once again proving that no one wins the Nobel Prize except Jewish cousins of Albert Nobel. He was a Communist party hack and writer, indicating he was a Czech agent. And if you think that just because he wrote in the 20th century and was famous **he was a terrible poet** and a big phony, you are... correct.

Seifert is of course a Jewish name, so you should find it curious applied to alleged Nazis. It is a variant of **Seibert**, both of which are Ashkenazi. Seifert is used by Jews as a crunch of **Sefer Torah**. See for example **Geza Seifert**, head of Hungarian Jewry until her death in 1970. Also Ilona Seifert, Secretary General of MIOK.

The Rennerovs are also Jewish, since that is just a Russianizing of Renner. See Karl Renner, who they sell as sometimes anti-Semitic, but who they admit studied under Wilhelm Jerusalem, and whose daughter married a Jew. His wife was also Jewish, being a Stoisits. One of Renner's pseudonyms was Rudolph Springer. Renner of course was Chancellor of German-Austria after WWI and was President and Chancellor of Austria after WWII. He pretended to be a Marxist, but was of course a cloaked fascist, being a front for the billionaires. Amazing how the Nazis left him alone during the war, although he was supposed to be a vocal opponent. So you can see him as a sort of Austrian de Gaulle. Despite his prominence, he is now buried in the histories. See his English Wiki page, which tells you almost nothing about him. This is because they don't want you to know what you can find out if you go to Deutsche Wiki: although an alleged Marxist, he supported **Anschluss**: Nazi Germany's taking of Austria. He also supported the annexation of Sudetenland by the Nazis. Make sense of that if you dare.

Which brings us to back to Palme's grandmother, the Baroness von Born-Sarvilahti. These von Borns are related to the Engmans and Ewalds, which are also Jewish names. See for example famous physicist Max Born, who won the Nobel Prize in 1954 for his statistical interpretation of wave mechanics. In other words for **his rewriting of the Schrodinger Equation** so that no one could possibly make sense of it. He has appeared many times on my science site. He is admitted to be Jewish. His mother was a Kauffmann, from the very wealthy industrialists (textiles) of Silesia who were related by marriage to the Romanovs.

Palme's second wife Lisbet Beck-Friis is also from noble lines, being a de Geer.
That's her ancestor Louys de Geer, who was a major industrialist. His brother-in-law was the director of the Dutch East India Company. Notice the hand in the vest and the nose, more proof he was Jewish. Lisbet is also directly descended from Louis de Geer, first Prime Minister of Sweden from 1876-1880. Also Gerhard de Geer, Prime Minister in the 1920s. Also related to Dirk de Geer, Prime Minister of Holland in WWII.

Louis de Geer gets a mention in the second sentence on the Wiki page for Prime Minister of Sweden, since he is the one who invented the bicameral Riksdag of Sweden. Before that it was a Diet of the Four Estates: clergy, nobility, burghers, and peasants. De Geer's new bicameral Riksdag was composed only of the Parliament and the King.

The Beck-Friis are also nobles, being Barons. The Becks go back to Jochum Beck, the richest man in Denmark in the 1600s due to Aluminum mining. His father was an admiral. Through the Friis/Frijs, they are related to the Barons von Blixen-Finecke—which should remind you of Karen Blixen, aka Isak Dinesen, who was famously played by Meryl Streep in *Out of Africa*. There they don't tell you Blixen married her first cousin, but since he was a von Blixen-Finecke and so was she, it isn't too hard to figure out. Anyway, these Blixens link us immediately to the Princess von Hessen-Kassel, and hence to Charlotte Oldenburg, Princess of Denmark. This links us to the Sachsen-Gotha-Rodas, the Mecklenburg-Schwerins, and the Schleswig-Holstein-Sonderburg-Augustenburgs. In other words, to the kings of Denmark, Norway, Sweden, Russia, Prussia, and England again.

And guess what Finecke means? Phoenician. And in what language do you think Fenike means Phoenician? Turkish. See my update from a few days ago on the fake Norway massacre, where we found the Norse gods like Odin—and therefore the Norse royals, who claim to be descended from these gods—coming from Turkey.

The Becks are also in the British peerage. They came from Saxe-Gotha, Germany, and married into the Baronets Hepburn, who link us to the Maitlands, Earls of Lauderdale, who link us to . . . the Stewarts, of
course. Note the mix of names there. And remember that Jimmy Stewart appeared in The Philadelphia Story with Katharine Hepburn. Stewart's middle name was Maitland. Hepburn's mother was famous feminist Katharine Houghton, of the wealthy Houghtons of Corning Glass, related to the Bigelows, Hollisters, Barnards, Osgoods, and Wellingtons. Which means Katharine Hepburn and Jimmy Stewart were cousins. To see how closely the Hepburns and Stewarts/Stuarts are related, see the peerage for the surname Hepburn-Stuart-Forbes-Trefusis. They were the Lords Clinton, and they married into the Bowes-Lyons in 1914, linking us to the current Queen of England. The Queen Mother was a Bowes-Lyons. Also see James Hepburn, Duke of Orkney, who married Mary Stewart, Queen of Scotland.

The Houghtons are also Jewish, and they take us back to Salem through the Barnards and Osgoods. The Houghtons were originally knights from Lancashire, related to the Venables.

Lisbet Palme died October 18, 2018. Chai. She pretended to be an eyewitness of the assassination, and pretended to finger Christer Pettersson as the killer. As you remember, Pettersson was at first convicted in a very strange trial, then given a second trial within the year, in which his conviction was overturned for lack of evidence. So once again we see trials that make no sense, and that appear at a glance to have been manufactured. The idea was later floated by Swedish TV that Pettersson had killed Palme by accident, mistaking him for a drug dealer of similar appearance and clothing. Right. Because drug dealers in Sweden are easily mistaken for Prime Ministers.

Another suspect was Victor Gunnarsson, called the “33-year-old” in the media at the time. Now, ask yourself why they would stress his age so much? What did that have to do with anything? He was taken in for questioning the first time on March 8. That's 3/8. He was taken into custody on March 17, which is St. Patrick's day. They love to use that in these fakes as well, though I haven't figured out why. Probably because St. Patrick was one of theirs as well. Seven years later Gunnarsson's death was faked in the US, I guess as a final exit for him from the project. He was allegedly murdered by a former police officer in a love triangle. Yeah, and you believe that? If we check the trial of this former police officer Lamont Underwood, we find his attorney didn't call any witnesses or present any evidence. According to Intelius, there is no Lamont C. Underwood who ever lived in North Carolina. And no Victor Gunnarson ever lived in North Carolina.

Curiously, Olof Palme went to Kenyon College in Ohio, where he wrote his senior thesis on the United Auto Workers Union, headed at the time by Walter Reuther. That also ties into previous research, since I have shown that unions in the US had long since been infiltrated by the fascists. See my papers on John Reed and Eugene Debs. Reuther was another cloaked crypto-Jew controlling the opposition. His genealogy is not available, but his father was a Valentine, probably linking us to the Valentines we have seen in many papers. They were closely related to the Booths, and link us to the fake Lincoln Assassination. For more on the Valentines, see my paper on Mark Twain. Another clue in the same direction is that Reuther's wife was a Wolf. His mother was a Fuchs, born in Germany. So anyway, Palme writing his thesis on the UAW is not a sign he was pro-labor, but the reverse.

Next, we learn that Palme's protégé Bernt Carlsson was allegedly killed in the Lockerbie event. So we can now tag that as fake as well. Which we already have—but this is more proof. That is the one they tried to pin on Libya as a terrorist event, but we now know it wasn't. The BBC has since admitted that Gaddafi was an actor and a stooge, so we know this whole event was staged. They either crashed an empty plane, one that was scheduled for scrapping anyway; or just spread some wreckage on the ground by hand. Carlsson was probably an agent being re-assigned to a juicier job than UN Commissioner, and so needed to go undercover. We will have to hit that another time.
We can already tell what the fake assassination was about from the first sentence in the section at Wikipedia Policies and Views.

As leader of a new generation of Swedish Social Democrats, Palme was often described as a "revolutionary reformist". Domestically, his democratic socialist views, especially the drive to expand Labour Union influence over business ownership, engendered a great deal of hostility from the organized business community.

Palme is being sold not only as very pro-Labor, but also as anti-US. He was also pro-PLO and therefore apparently anti-Israel. So those running this fake assassination want the message going out that those stances are not OK. They want you to think that if you take on the fascists, the bankers, or the industrialists by any other name, you are going to get shot. Compare to the MLK fake assassination, which was similar. There they set up a guy as a great civil rights promoter, then had him appear to be shot by a dopey Southerner—who in reality was a cousin, an agent, and a peer. Yes, I mean James Earl Ray, who was not only a close cousin of MLK and Jimmy Carter, but who was descended from Kings of England. Palme wasn't a defender or promoter of Labor, he was another fascist descended from royals pretending to be pro-Labor. Another instance of controlling the opposition. We have seen them do it a thousand times: create their own pretend revolutionary, so that they can fake his death and squelch any real revolution. How many times do they have to run the same basic event before you see the pattern?

Remember, Palme supposedly stripped the Swedish monarchy of all formal political powers, kicking the King out of cabinet meetings, etc. If you believe that, I don't know what to say. You probably also believe that banks in Europe have been nationalized. But let me just put it this way: If all we are told about Palme were true, shouldn't have things gotten better under him for the middle class? Instead, taxes went from being fairly low in Sweden to being the highest in the Western World. You will say these taxes went to social programs, but as in the US, these social programs are just fronts for more companies to come in and drink from the treasury. They get paid either for doing nothing or for making things worse. In the US, witness the FDA, CDC, Department of Education, HUD, Obamacare, Homeland Security, Social Security, and so on. As here, we may assume the bankers and nobles in Sweden drink from social programs whenever they like, to any extent they like. If you think higher taxes are really going to social programs, you need to wake up. None of your money goes where you think it does. NONE OF IT! Like this assassination, it is all a huge cohnjob.

As just one example of thousands, we are told Palme helped pass legislation that guaranteed free preschool for all children. Great, right? Well, yes, if you accept that all adults need to be working all the time like slaves, that children need to be in cushy jails from birth, and that children need to be raised by the State. But if you remember that pre-schools are actually part of the plan to split the sexes, explode the family, and destroy all human bonds, it may not look so great anymore. Has anyone ever proposed that children might be better off in school less? Of course not, because the government needs you and your children to be propagandized 24/7, and full-time school is one way to do that. If you and your kids had some free time to sit around the house and talk, away from school, work, TV, movies, and government-sponsored events, you might finally clear your heads and realize you are being pillaged.

Another thing Palme's reign was supposed to teach Swedes is that getting rid of a King won't solve any of your problems. You would think your taxes would go down if you got rid of the royals, but Palme was there to prove the opposite. Of course they didn't really “get rid of” the royals, they just allegedly
wrote them out of the constitution, but Palme's terms were meant to show you that going against monarchies, bankers, Israel, the US, the military and so on wouldn't make things better, it would actually make them worse. His terms were a planned failure of all things liberal, and we have seen similar ploys in many countries over the last century. The Kennedys were a somewhat lesser form of the same thing.

OK, Palme was allegedly shot walking home from the cinema with his wife at 11:30pm. The couple was alone. So we are supposed to believe the Prime Minister of Sweden had no security? No secret service in Sweden, eh? The Prime Minister just prowls dark alleyways and subways with his wife alone late at night? Who believes this? Remember, we saw the same ridiculous story in the Lincoln assassination, where old Abe allegedly had only one security guard in the theater, even though this was during the Civil War. This security guard was a private policeman, we are told. Unfortunately, I proved that wasn't true. On the Wiki page for the Pinkertons, they admit the President had a secret service composed of many men who travelled with him constantly. Just as you would expect. And that private security guard? He was actually related to Mary Todd Lincoln. So he was a plant in the story. Any least research finds the same thing here: the Swedish Prime Minister is assigned secret service protection full time, just as you would expect. You will never see Stefan Lofven, the current Prime Minister, and his wife Ulla strolling the streets and subways of Stockholm alone late at night. They try to tell us that 1986 was a simpler time in Sweden, when no one was worried about security. So they are just depending on your brain being turned to the off position. Do you think Sweden is on another planet or something, where they hadn't heard of all the assassinations all over the world during the 20th century? They don't watch TV over there? This one lie is enough to blow the whole story, but I will continue just for fun.

Actually, they admit Palme had security until he got home at 6:30pm, but we are supposed to believe he “declined any further service that night”. Unfortunately, if you consult security protocol for officials, they cannot decline service. Security is 24-hours and is mandatory. It is now and it always has been, back to the time of Lincoln and long before. Anyone who tells you otherwise is a liar.

He was allegedly shot at 23:21. OK, so that adds to eight.

I think the film Palme had allegedly seen is also a clue. It is *The Mozart Brothers*, a modern retelling of *Don Giovanni*. It is by spook director Suzanne Osten, who also created *Speak Up, It's So Dark*, which is about the wave of (fake) Neo-Nazism that allegedly swept through Sweden in the 1980s and 90s. As in the US, it was manufactured by Intelligence. As for *The Mozart Brothers*, the Palmes didn't really see it, so we have to ask why it is included here. I read it as a parting joke on Palme by his pals in Intel, who are comparing Palme to Don Giovanni, and his fake assassination to the chorus of demons, carrying him down to hell. Mainly it is to confirm that “no one will ever see Don Giovanni again”. But not because he has been murdered or taken down to hell, but because he has “left the building”. In other words, Palme must have been ready to retire, and so he was sent down to Capri or the Seychelles or somewhere, to frolic with his gaypals. I don't really know or care.
Let's take a moment to look at King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden, who has been king since 1973. No, he did not also star on *The Love Boat*. But here he is doing his best Red Skelton impression:

![King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden](image)

Yes, it's sad, but kings sometimes miss their calling. He is of the house of Bernadotte, which we have seen is either half-Vasa or completely pseudo-Vasa. So they are Jewish back to the Jagiellons of Poland. We have already seen how this links him to Palme. On his Wiki page, we are led to believe the royals now do nothing but preside at ceremonies, collect Porsches, and run the house of Bernadotte—deciding who gets what titles. As I said, you can assume that isn't true. If any country was going to strip the royals and nobles of power, they might as well strip them of all titles and most wealth and property. Otherwise, what is the point? They are either special or they aren't, and if Sweden has decided they aren't special, then what right do the royals and nobles have to own 3/4's of Europe? These tiny Parliamentary concessions are so obviously throwing the commoners a bone, but the bone is pre-stripped of all meat and marrow. The King doesn't give two figs whether he is invited to cabinet meetings or whether he is included in a bicameral Riksdag. Do you know why? Because, as in the US, the Riksdag or Congress is just a paper moon. It is a false front. No decisions are made there, and
even back when the King was part of it, he never bothered to show up. Congress is told what to do from above, and they do it. They rubberstamp military, Intel, and banking budgets, and do little else. Same in Sweden. So the King knows it doesn't matter in the least how the Riksdag is composed, or what any laws say about anything. He is above the law, always has been and always will be. He knows the Riksdag will never vote to seriously inconvenience him or cut into his profits or possessions, because if they did the military would immediately shut them down. To say it as simply as possible: the Riksdag is pre-owned. All Congresses and Parliaments are. They don't represent you. They are tools of the real rulers, and they exist only to draw your eye away from the real action. You have to wrap your head around that fact before you can understand any of the rest of this.

OK, back to the Palme event. In the next section, we are told Palme and his wife took the subway unescorted to the cinema. How can people read this crap and not gag? The Prime Minister and his wife took the subway? That would be like seeing Donald and Melania riding the rail from Manhattan to Brooklyn in the middle of the night to get some Crispy Cremes.

Next we find the assassin only fired two bullets, one that hit Palme and one that hit his wife. Both bullets were found on the the street, but the brass (casings) were not found. The bullets had no characteristic deformations. What? Did they have any deformations? Probably not, since they had just been dropped on the street. If they hit a body, they should have deformed in some way, so this is pretty much to admit they didn't. Since these bullets allegedly came from a .357 magnum, the bullet should have either hit a bone, causing major damage, or passed right through, in which case the bullet would have hit a wall or something—causing even greater deformation to the bullet. So that all reads as complete crap.

Lisbet Palme was allegedly “grazed” by a bullet. Oh yeah? So this guy shot her from point blank range with a .357 magnum and only grazed her? She was only slightly hurt? What sort of idiot misses someone from point blank range with a .357 magnum? And if he missed, why not shoot again? Why miss and then run off, leaving your target to identify you? Does that make any sense? In the initial AP report, Dr. Birger Schantz—of the Swedish Defense Research Agency—said that Palme was killed instantly, with the bullet passing through his spine.

**The path of the bullet indicated the killer was a professional who knew where to hit his victim, Schantz was quoted as saying.**

So this professional then fired at Mrs. Palme from point blank range and missed? Actually, there is no evidence she was shot at all. No doctor attended to her and no report exists. Also, press photos exist of Mrs. Palme entering the ambulance and leaving it, but her coat is different in the two photos. Indicating the event was filmed on more than one day, with the usual continuity errors.

Here is all the evidence we get of the murder:
The usual bad moulage job, in other words. The blood is the wrong color. It is too orange. And you can't tell me it is just my computer screen, since the red flowers are the right color. Since it is daylight, that blood should have been there at least six hours. But old blood doesn't look like that. It gets very dark. And do you really believe the authorities are just going to leave the Prime Minister's blood on the ground, so that people can come throw flowers in it? How sick is that? This is obviously staged. It reminds me of the Kennedy for President hat left in the fake pool of RFK's blood in Los Angeles. It is set directors begging for an emotional response, but going way too far.

There were above 25 witnesses, but amazingly none of them saw squat. They described the killer as 30 to 50 years of age, of average height and weight, wearing a dark coat. So, nothing useful. At first they described him as moving efficiently and powerfully, but after the arrest of Pettersson, many changed their testimony to describe him as having a limp. I guess it was an efficient and powerful limp. The police sketch given to the media was later admitted to be a fake, based on a “witness” who hadn't even seen the man. So this is all crap as well, once again indicating a hoax. The witnesses were all planted actors.

There were three coroners who did an autopsy. They issued a preliminary statement but did not follow up with a final report. It does not exist. The autopsy records were then classified, allegedly to protect the feelings of the family. Where have we heard that before? Only fake autopsies are classified. There is no reason to hide real reports. A death certificate does exist, and Ole Dammegard publishes part of it in his book. He points out that both the date and the address are wrong on the form. The lead coroner, Milan Valverius, has a curious fact in his bio: not only had he been in the US at the time of the MLK assassination... he had assisted in the autopsy. Just another wacky coincidence, right?

Pettersson was picked out of a lineup by Mrs. Palme three years after the event. A lineup three years after the event? Is that even legal? This lady is going to remember a face at night after three years? People are actually terrible at recognizing faces, and women are generally the worst. Sorry, that isn't prejudice, it is just my experience in a long life of noticing things. So call it post-judice. Plus, if you were going to shoot the Prime Minister and his wife, don't you think you might wear a mask or a disguise? No, you are just going to walk up to them under a streetlight bareheaded, shoot only twice, and run off? Besides, we get a huge contradiction here. We were told above that the murderer shot them from behind at night on a dark street. So how did Mrs. Palme see him at all? And a second contradiction: Pettersson is supposed to have mistaken Palme for a drug dealer. So did this drug dealer
also have a frumpy old wife who took the subway with him?

That's them several years earlier. Looks like a drug dealer and his moll to me.

Plus, here is a picture of the drug dealer Sigge Cedergren that Palme was allegedly mistaken for:

Perfect match right? Palme wasn't wearing a hat, so how could he be mistaken for a balding guy? Plus, they weren't even the same height. But hey, details, right? Amazingly, they have an “answer” for that as well: the assassin forgot his glasses. Because, you know, if you are planning to shoot the Prime Minister, or even a competing drug dealer, you are going to pack your gun but forget your glasses. Eyesight is so overrated in marksmanship.

Then we read about the refusal of the government to reopen the case, despite an alleged confession from Pettersson. The Chief Prosecutor Agneta Blidberg said a confession would not be enough for a retrial unless Pettersson “said something about the weapon”. What? This is for the legally impaired. If you have a confession you don't need a murder weapon. A confession is a confession. Pettersson's death was finally faked in 2004.

Next, we find all the alternative theories for the murder, including the South Africa fient, the CIA/P2 fient, the PKK fient, and many others. But since we know Palme and his wife weren't on the street without security that night, we know all these stories are more misdirection. The Swedish government
admits it has spent $41 million on the case since 1986, and we may assume most of that was paid to Intel writers to come up with these sexy alternative stories. Wikipedia has sections on 10 theories, but there is no section on the theory the death was faked. I wonder why? No one in the world before me ever read that Palme declined security, and theorized the whole thing was fake? No one's brain in the world has ever turned to the ON position since 1986?

As with the Norway event, Ole Dammegard compiles a lot of good evidence the Palme murder was fake, but then sidetracks you into the theory Palme was assassinated by the same people that assassinated the Kennedys and MLK. His theory makes as little sense here as there, since he gives us no good evidence for it, or any evidence at all. In his 2.5 hour talk on Norway, we saw evidence stacking to the moon it was fake and not one single scrap of evidence it was real. And yet he somehow spun it real. Same thing here. I actually recommend his books and talks for those with large amounts of patience, since he does a fair job of compiling anomalies. All you have to do is ditch the spin.

So anyway, I officially claim the 50 million crown reward for solving this case. You can send it in the same box with all my overdue Nobel Prizes. What Nobel Prizes? Well, you know all the Nobel Prizes in physics that are now forfeit due to my science research? I also claim those. Oh, and I don't accept bitcoin.